How does SMARTGENIE.IO work?
SMARTGENIE.IO is a smart contract with a Decentralized application deployed on
the TRON ECOSYSTEM. The application code is programmed to distribute
incoming transfers among participants according to a pre-set conditions agreed
by two participants. The site provides an interface for the convenience of
working with a smart contract.

Who is the project administrator?
The SMARTGENIE.IO project does not have an administrator. There is a creator
who uploaded the contract code to the TRON Ecosystem. Since then, the smart
contract has been part of the overall network maintained by TRON Block Chain
Super Representatives.
No one has the right to influence the operation of a smart contract, remove it or
stop it. Any attempt to make unauthorized changes will be rejected due to
inconsistency with previous copies in the block chain.

Can a transaction remain on the balance of a smart contract?
Ruled out. The contract was programmed not to accumulate funds, but to serve
only as a platform. The balance of the smart contract will always zero. It does not
have the function of accepting funds. All transaction will directly get transferred
from Contract Registerer/Upgraders Wallet to Referrer/Up lines Wallet.

What currency does the project work with?
Since the smart contract is published in the TRON Ecosystem, participation in the
project can use only TRON Crypto Currency.

What do you need to participate in the project?
It is enough to have a computer or smartphone with TronLink Pro wallet installed.
We also recommend installing the Telegram messenger for easy communication
with other participants and receiving important and interesting information from
our official chat.

And if the project fails, will I lose money?
Ruled out. The smart contract is absolutely transparent, all data is recorded in
the block chain. The project cannot fail. It will work as long as the block chain
exists, even if the site is closed. The Contract can be accessed through the Block
Explorer.

How can I be sure that my wallet will not be blocked?

In the crypto currency industry, there is no such thing as wallet blocking. This is
technically not possible even by the creator of the crypto currency. The TRON
wallet you created belongs only to you. Only you have complete access to the
wallet.

How to register in the project?
Step 1 : Register with Crypto Exchanges to Buy TRON.

Step 2 : To register in this project is by paying 1st Level payment. To do this, go
from the main page of the site to the "Registration" section and follow the
instructions. After successful payment, you take a place in the structure and are
considered a full member.

What is the best wallet to use?
There are many wallets that can store Tron Crypto currency. But Tronlink Pro is
the official wallet of Tron block chain that supports DApp’s. SmartGenie
functions are well executed with this wallet through DApp Browser.
Tronlink - if you work from a personal computer. (Download from the official site:
https://www.tronlink.org/ )
Is it possible to earn passively here?
In addition to personal invitations, partners can be in your structure in two ways:
these are "Overflows" and "Free Partners".
Therefore, it can be argued that the system has the possibility of passive
income. But this does not guarantee you a quick decent income, which other
successful participants who are active can boast of.

What is "Overflows"?
Overflow is a process that occurs when a participant registers for an up line, in
which the first level is filled with ten participants. The next new participant falls
into the structure of this up line below, in the nearest free place filling up from
left to right.

Can I register if I came to the site without an affiliate link?
Yes, such participants are called “free partners”. These are participants who
came for any reason WITHOUT an affiliate link.
Free partners are distributed evenly throughout the System (from left to right),
starting from those uplines that were previously registered.

What are levels?
A level is a status that gives the right to receive remuneration from a partner in
its structure of the corresponding lines.
Example:
1st level gives you the right to sell this 1st level to Max Ten personally invited
partners.
The 2nd level gives you the right to sell this 2nd level to Max 100 of your second
line partners.
& the same for 3rd & 4TH Levels also.
The 5th level gives you the right to sell this 5th level Max 100000 times to your
partners in the 5th line.
The 6th level gives you the right to sell this level again to your Ten personally
invited partners of the 1st line.
Level 7 gives you the right to sell it to 100 partners in your second line.
& the same for 3rd & 4TH Levels also.
The 10th level gives you the right to sell this 10th level to the same partners to
whom you sold the 5th level. They are in your 5th line and there are still Max
100000 of them.

Can I Jump Levels without having to buy Previous Levels?
Levels are bought only sequentially and in order. If you try to upgrade a higher
level without having the Previous Level active, then the smart contract will not
process such a transfer.

What happens if my partner buys a level before me?
The money will be forwarded to your up line on the same line as your partner.
If you buy levels on time, this will not happen. If this happened, it's not scary. If
you discovered this in time, then after activating the level, you will continue to
receive the remaining transfers from the members of this level.

Why do you need to renew levels every 122 days?
This rule is actually a Blessing that leads to Passive Income.
Your profit will be repeated every 122 days, since after your renewal, the
partners in your structure will do the same.
The important thing is that each of your partners, who does not extend their
level for any reason, will not deprive you of profit, but, on the contrary, will
increase it. Transfers addressed to such a participant for an unpaid level will be
redirected through the structure above, including to you.
For example, if a partner in the 3rd line did not extend the 3rd level, then all 1000
transfers from his 3rd line will be redirected to you (if you have this level
active). In total, you will receive not 1000, but 1001 transfers for the 4th level.

And the more retired partners in your structure, the more your income is at
times.

What happens if you do not extend the level and it is deactivated?
Your account remains in the System forever, and you can extend the levels at
any time and continue to receive income.

Where can I get more information about the project?
You can ask questions directly to participants who have already gained
experience and are ready to share their experiences and successes.
This can be done both in the Telegram chat and on the Q&A site.
Also, a lot of useful and high-quality information can be found in the Telegram PR
chat.

